Brushes & Brooms

Brushes / Dust Pans / Mop Head

BRUSHES
Soft Coco

A by-product of coconut harvesting,
natural coco brushes are softer compared
to other natural brushes, but still provide
good sweeping characteristics. For use
in dry conditions.

Overall length:
275mm

Stiff Bassine

Natural bassine hand brush provides an
all round good sweeping performance.
Designed for dry use.

Overall length:
275mm

Churn Brush

Versatile and hard wearing brush
originally designed for the cleaning of
milk churns but now used in preparing
and cleaning brickwork and masonry.

Overall length:
260mm

FAIBRCOCO11
£2.00 Ex VAT £2.40 Inc VAT

FAIBRBASS11
£2.03 Ex VAT £2.44 Inc VAT

FAIBRCHURN
£3.61 Ex VAT £4.33 Inc VAT

PVC Soft Cream

PVC Stiff Green

Scrubbing Brush

Overall length:
275mm

Overall length:
275mm

Overall length:
210mm

FAIBRHANDSOF
£3.26 Ex VAT £3.91 Inc VAT

FAIBRHANDSTI
£3.26 Ex VAT £3.91 Inc VAT

FAIBRHANDSCR
£2.31 Ex VAT £2.77 Inc VAT

Plastic Dustpan
and Brush Set

Metal Dustpan

Cotton Socket
Mop Head

Banister or hand brush with soft cream
PVC bristles which give an excellent
sweeping performance with the added
benefit that they can be used wet or dry.

A plastic dustpan complete with a soft
bristle PVC bannister brush, helps to
make cleaning up a simpler task. Clip
in brush for compact storage.

Banister or hand brush with stiff green
PVC bristles which give an excellent
sweeping performance with the added
benefit that they can be used wet or dry.

A sturdy metal dustpan with a hooded
design that is ideal for collecting dust
and helps retain dirt and debris until
ready to be emptied.

Width: 280mm

Width: 220mm

FAIBRDUSTSET
£2.79 Ex VAT £3.35 Inc VAT

224

FAIBRDUSTPAN
£7.51 Ex VAT £9.01 Inc VAT

Hand scrubbing brush. An unvarnished
stiff short bristle brush ideal for general
cleaning and removing stubborn marks
on most surfaces.

A traditional style heavy-duty cotton
mop head with a metal socket. Ideal
for domestic, commercial and industrial
cleaning. Requires a 23mm diameter
handle.

FAIBRMOP16
£3.03 Ex VAT £3.64 Inc VAT

